EDUCATIONAL SUPPORTS & DISCIPLINARY OUTCOMES
For cases of academic misconduct

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY TUTORIAL
• **When**: Cases involving any form of academic misconduct.
• **What**: Brief online review to help students understand types of academic misconduct and expectations for academic work at the University.
• Contact Student Advocacy

APPOINTMENT WITH ACADEMIC INTEGRITY COORDINATOR
• **When**: Any form of academic misconduct involving a student who requires additional tools and information to avoid repeat allegations.
• **What**: Confidential post-discipline meeting(s) to help students identify challenges and access supports in order to return to successful studies.
• Contact Student Advocacy

CITE RIGHT PROGRAM
• **When**: Plagiarism cases involving undergraduate students who require a basic understanding of how to integrate sources in Western-style academic writing.
• **What**: One-to-one 4-hour program facilitated by a peer writing tutor focusing on paraphrasing, citing and referencing.
• Prior to implementing this outcome, contact Academic Learning Centre.

MEETING WITH ACADEMIC LEARNING CENTRE INSTRUCTOR
• **When**: Plagiarism cases involving students requiring more comprehensive help with academic skills.
• **What**: Assistance with topics related to broader concerns (i.e., time management, reading comprehension, planning).
• Contact Academic Learning Centre

IMPLEMENTING DISCIPLINARY OUTCOMES
1) Evaluate circumstance and decide on appropriate outcome
   • Consult with Student Advocate/appropriate office if needed
2) Determine if outcome will be mandatory or recommended
3) Include a detailed description of outcome in letter, using wording available
4) For questions, contact the associated office

UMANITOBA.CA/ACADEMICINTEGRITY